28 September 2016
Industry Common Induction (ICI) & Sentinel Checks - NOTICE
FAO: Sentinel Primary Sponsor Administrators
With the introduction and mandate of ICI this year, a change has been identified in the process that involves
checking a Sentinel card. This notice informs Primary Sponsor Administrators they can now apply a ‘card checker’
status to nominated ‘card holders’ for them to check a person holds the ICI competency.
Previously, the ‘card checker’ status and authority to check ICI was limited to Controller of Site Safety (COSS)
competency holders, however the process has been adapted to cater for multiple environments. For example, a Site
Access Controller (SAC) - who is a Sentinel ‘card holder’ but does not carry the COSS competency - will now be able
to check that an individual holds ICI, if they have been nominated to do so by their company.
To apply the ‘card checker’ status on nominated ‘card holders’, the Primary Sponsor Administrators need to login via
the Sentinel website (www.railsentinel.co.uk). They need to search for the Sentinel ‘card holder’, access their profile,
tick the ‘Can Perform Spot Check’ box, and save the changes to complete the process (highlighted in yellow below).

Important note: This new facility whereby nominated Sentinel ‘card holders’ can check ICI competency at a work site
access point does not replace the current process. A COSS will still be required to swipe-in individuals with the
Sentinel mobile app and check they hold the necessary competencies, such as Personal Track Safety (PTS), etc.
Please call the 24/7 Sentinel Helpdesk on 0330 726 2222 if you have any queries regarding this notice.

Andrew Bilous
Programme Manager (Sentinel)
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